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1 Introduction1

For the last few decades, the standard model (SM) of particle physics has served physicists2

well as a means of understanding the world around us. However, as the scope of experimental3

observation and data expand to otherwise previously untouched realms of physics, there are4

a growing number of observations that suggest that the SM is incomplete. The motivation for5

physics beyond the SM (BSM) range from astrophysical evidence of dark matter (DM) to the-6

oretical issues associated with the observation of certain particle mass heirarchies. The Large7

Hadron Collider (LHC) is expected to probe physics models which extend the SM. The analysis8

presented here focuses on a search for BSM physics using data samples of proton–proton colli-9

sions at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV and with integrated luminosities of 4.6 fb−1 collected10

by the CMS detector at the LHC at CERN.11

Supersymmetry (SUSY) is favored as a leading candidate for physics beyond the SM because12

it uniqely opens the possibility to connect the SM with ultimate unification of fundamental in-13

teractions while naturally providing the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) as a DM candidate. SUSY14

models predict a spectrum of new particles similar to those of the SM but with spins that differ15

by one-half from their respective SM partners. In the case of supergravity (mSUGRA or CSSM)16

models [1–5] the lightest neutralino (χ̃0
1) is the stable LSP which would escape the detector and17

be a good cold dark matter candidate. Colored SUSY particles can be copiously pair-produced18

at the LHC and will very often decay into color singlet states that ultimately decay into an LSP.19

Therefore a typical SUSY signature at the LHC would consist of a high multiplicity of highly20

energetic jets and a large momemtum imbalance in the detector. Also, in the case of large val-21

ues of tanβ (the ratio of vacuum expectation values of two Higgs doublets), stau leptons (τ̃1) as22

well as third generation squarks become lighter, resulting in tau, b and top in the final states.23

For example, the stau-neutralino τ̃1–χ̃0
1 co-annihilation region [6] is consistent with the amount24

of dark matter relic density observed by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP)25

[7]. Another example is the gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking model [8–10] where the26

τ̃1 is the NLSP.27

The stau-neutralino coannihilation region is particularly difficult to identify using τ leptons28

due to the production of very low energy taus from τ̃1 → τχ̃0
1 (Mτ̃1 − Mχ̃0

1
∼ 10GeV/c2).29

Therefore the stau-neutralino coannihilation region provides a very good benchmark scenario30

for designing a search for BSM physics processes with highly energetic jets, large momentum31

imbalance, and tau leptons.32

The analysis presented is not limited to a particular BSM theory. However, to illustrate the33

sensitivity of a search for BSM processes, the mSUGRA or CSSM model and a few simplified34

models are chosen as benchmarks.35

2 Analysis Strategy36

Because squark (q̃) and gluino (g̃) pairs is the dominant SUSY production mechanism at the37

LHC, the presence of SUSY will most likely reveal itself in final states with high pT jets due to38

the heavy nature of q̃ or g̃ (Mq̃,g̃ at TeV scale), followed by their cascade decays (e.g. q̃→ qχ̃0
2).39

Certain regions of SUSY parameter space (e.g. mSUGRA at high tanβ) can give rise to χ̃0
2 →40

ττ̃ → ττχ̃0
1 decays that have a branching ratio close to 100%. In these regions, the presence of41

SUSY and the co-annihilation region vital to the connection to cosmology can be discovered in42

final states containing a pair of tau leptons. Taus from τ̃1 → τχ̃0
1 decays are expected to have43

low energy due to the near mass degeneracy between the τ̃ and χ̃0
1 and these events would be44
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characterized by a pair of tau leptons in the final state, one of which is a low pT tau. Hence,45

in this analysis, we look for events with at least two energetic jets, large momentum imbalance46

and τ pairs.47

We follow the analysis strategy described in CMS AN-11-164 [11]. An important aspect of the48

analysis consists of obtaining a clean sample of Z → ττ events to be used for the validation49

of tau identification and to ensure the robustness of the tau selections. Obtaining a clean sam-50

ple of Z → ττ events is not possible in the double hadronic tau final state due to the large51

background contamination from QCD dijet events. However, one can obtain relatively clean52

samples of Z → ττ events in the µτh and eτh final states where the presence of the light lepton53

significantly reduces the QCD background. If a control sample of Z → ττ events is achieved54

in both the eτh and µτh final states with consistency in shapes and event rates between data55

and MC, then this gives us confidence that the tau identification (ID) criteria is robust and that56

the proper scale factors have been applied. In order to ensure robustness of the analysis and57

our confidence in the results, whenever possible we rely on the data itself to understand and58

validate the efficiency of reconstruction methods as well as the estimation of the background59

contributions. For that purpose we define control regions with most of the selections similar to60

what we use in our main search but enriched with events from background processes. Once a61

background enhanced region is created, we measure selection efficiencies in those regions and62

extrapolate to the region where we expect to observe our signal. In cases where a complete63

data-driven method is not possible we make use of scale factors, ratio between observed data64

events and expected MC events in the background enhanced region to estimate the background65

contribution in the signal region.66
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Figure 1: Depiction of the analysis strategy in the τhτh + Jets + H/T final state.

Our signal region consists of events with 2 or more highly energetic jets, 2 or more hadronic67

tau jets, and large momentum imbalance. A search for excess of events in the high H/T region is68
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performed. However, the presence of a possible excess in the high H/T region does not imme-69

diately determine the connection to a particular SUSY model, region of parameter space, SUSY70

masses, or cosmology. To establish such a connection, a search for an excess of opposite-sign71

minus like-sign (OS− LS) τhτh pairs is also performed following the prescription outlined in72

[6]. The OS− LS method [6] makes use of the idea that most jet based background processes73

that remain after requiring the presence of high pT non-tau jets, two hadronically decaying74

taus, and large E/T can be removed on a statistical basis because the fragmentation of the quarks75

and gluons produce charge blind ditau pairs.76

If an excess remains in OS− LS τhτh pairs in the high H/T region, then we proceed to quantify77

the significance of the excess for potential discovery. If no excess exists, then we proceed to set78

a 95% C.L. upper limit on the cross section using the CMS recommended CLs method [12].79

It is important to note that the analysis has been designed with two goals in mind: (1) provide a80

general search for BSM processes such as SUSY; (2) if a possible excess or discovery is observed,81

make precision measurements of the kinematic endpoints and attempt to extract SUSY masses82

and model parameters. This note focuses on goal (1). Figure 1 shows the overall analysis83

strategy ranging from the definition of the signal region to the determination of control regions.84

3 Backgrounds and Samples85

3.1 Backgrounds86

We consider the following SM backgrounds: W + jet events, tt production, QCD jet events and87

Z(→ νν)+ jet events. Of these, W + jets and tt events are the dominant backgrounds for this88

analysis. W + jets background becomes a dominant process because the decay of the W boson89

creates a very clean prompt tau that passes all the tau related requirements at the same rate as90

signal events. Moreover, jets from quarks and gluons can be identified as tau candidates. W +91

jet events also becomes a background when the W decays to qq̄ giving rise to tau fakes or high92

pT jets if the W boson is significantly boosted. However, because W + jets events mostly contain93

only one tau lepton from the W boson decay, ττ pairs are charge blind due to the presence of at94

least one jet that fakes a hadronically decaying tau. Therefore, any W + jets contamination that95

remains after requiring the presence of 2 high pT jets, 2 τh’s, and large E/T can be removed on a96

statistical basis using the OS− LS subtraction technique that will be discussed in the sections97

that follow.98

Events containing tt contribute to the expected background due to the production of real taus99

from one of the W boson decays (t → bW → bτν) and/or jet fakes from the second W boson100

decay. Additionally, events can have high pT b-jets from the top quark decays and large E/T101

from the leptonic decays of the W bosons which give rise to energetic neutrinos. In many ττ102

related searches, tt events are minimized by requiring events with zero jets tagged as b-jets.103

However, this is not possible for this analysis because SUSY production often occurs via stop104

(t̃) and sbottom (b̃) pairs that can give rise to b-jets via e.g. t̃→ χ̃±1,2b or t̃→ χ̃0
1,2t→ χ̃0

1,2bW. We105

use b-tagging to provide a data-driven background extraction method for tt (section 8.1).106

QCD jet events are expected to be a very small contribution to the signal region due to the107

requirement of 4 jet-like objects (2 non-tau jets and 2 tau jets) and large E/T. This process can108

only become a background if one of the jets is badly mismeasured, giving rise to large E/T, and109

additional jets from initial state or final state radiation provide fake ττ pairs. These can be re-110

moved on a statistical basis using the OS− LS subtraction technique. As the QCD contribution111

is expected to be small, we measure a scale factor from a QCD enriched sample to correct the112
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MC prediction in the signal region and validate that QCD is indeed a small contribution.113

Z(→ νν)+ jets events are the only other important background of interest. This background114

does have large E/T due to the neutrinos from the Z boson decay. With the very low multiplicity115

of jets, the probability to obtain 2 tau-like jets and 2 additional high pT jets is extremely low.116

However, Z(→ νν)+ jets can become a non-negligible background in control regions where117

the τ requirements are dropped to enhance the background of interest.118

3.2 Datasets and Monte Carlo Samples119

The entire dataset collected by the CMS detector in 2011 is used in this analysis. Table 1 shows120

the collision datasets used. Two sets of samples are used: (1) sample of events selected with121

a H/T trigger (HLT PFMHT150); (2) sample of events selected with l + τh cross-triggers, where122

l = e/µ. The sample of events selected with the H/T trigger is used for the final analysis path,123

while the sample of events selected with the l + τh cross-triggers is used for validation studies of124

τh identification, trigger, and PU performance. The official JSON file was used to select “good”125

run ranges and lumi sections. The total integrated luminosity of the collision data samples126

used is 4.6 fb−1.127

The official Summer 2011 MC samples are used for all SUSY and SM processes. Next to leading128

order processes (NLO) were included using the POWHEG or MADGRAPH framework and the129

TAUOLA package was used to properly decay the tau leptons. The MADGRAPH event generator130

was used for tt, W + Jets, Z(→ νν) + Jets, DY/γ∗(→ µµ) + Jets and QCD. Table 2 shows131

the entire list of MC samples used. In all cases, the NNLO cross sections are used for EWK132

processes. The cross sections used are summarized in Table 3.133

Table 1: Collision Data Samples

Physics Sample Official CMS Datasets

Datasets for main analysis
Run 2011A METBTag May 10 ReReco /METBTag/Run2011A-May10ReReco-v1/RECO
Run 2011A MET PromptReco-v4 /MET/Run2011A-PromptReco-v4/RECO
Run 2011A MET PromptReco-v5 /MET/Run2011A-PromptReco-v5/RECO
Run 2011A MET PromptReco-v6 /MET/Run2011A-PromptReco-v6/RECO
Run 2011B MET PromptReco-v1 /MET/Run2011B-PromptReco-v1/RECO

Datasets for Validation Studies in the µτh and eτh channels
Run 2011A Tau+X May 10 ReReco /TauPlusX/Run2011A-May10ReReco-v1/RECO
Run 2011A Tau+X PromptReco-v4 /TauPlusX/Run2011A-PromptReco-v4/RECO
Run 2011A Tau+X PromptReco-v5 /TauPlusX/Run2011A-PromptReco-v5/RECO
Run 2011A Tau+X PromptReco-v6 /TauPlusX/Run2011A-PromptReco-v6/RECO
Run 2011B Tau+X PromptReco-v1 /TauPlusX/Run2011B-PromptReco-v1/RECO

Because the MC simulated samples contain a PU distribution that does not match that of data,134

the MC needs to be properly weighted to fit the PU distribution observed in data. The reweight-135

ing of MC events is performed by determining the probabilities to obtain n vertices in data136

(Pdata(n)) and MC (PMC(n)) and using the event weights137

wPU(n) =
Pdata(n)
PMC(n)

(1)

to reweigh MC events based on the number of vertices.138
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Table 2: MC Samples

Physics Sample Official CMS Datasets
Z → ττ /DYToTauTau M-20 TuneZ2 7TeV-pythia6-tauola/Summer11-PU S3 START42 V11-v2/
Z → µµ /DYToMuMu M-20 TuneZ2 7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU S3 START42 V11-v2/
Z → ee /DYToEE M-20 TuneZ2 7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU S3 START42 V11-v2/
W + jets /WJetsToLNu TuneZ2 7TeV-madgraph-tauola/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
tt /TTJets TuneZ2 7TeV-madgraph-tauola/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
Z → νν + Jets /ZinvisibleJets 7TeV-madgraph/Spring11-PU S1 START311 V1G1-v1/
Z → µµ + Jets /DYJetsToLL TuneZ2 M-50 7TeV-madgraph-tauola/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 15→ 30 /QCD-Pt 15to30 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 30→ 50 /QCD-Pt 30to50 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 50→ 80 /QCD-Pt 50to80 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 80→ 120 /QCD-Pt 80to120 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 120→ 170 /QCD-Pt 120to170 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 170→ 300 /QCD-Pt 170to300 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 300→ 470 /QCD-Pt 300to470 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 470→ 600 /QCD-Pt 470to600 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 600→ 800 /QCD-Pt 600to800 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 800→ 1000 /QCD-Pt 800to1000 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 1000→ 1400 /QCD-Pt 1000to1400 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 1400→ 1800 /QCD-Pt 1400to1800 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 1800→ ∞ /QCD-Pt 1800 TuneZ2 7TeV pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 20→ 30 EM /QCD Pt-20to30 EMEnriched TuneZ2 7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 30→ 80 EM /QCD Pt-30to80 EMEnriched TuneZ2 7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/
qcd 80→ 120 EM /QCD Pt-80to120 EMEnriched TuneZ2 7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU S4 START42 V11-v1/

4 Physics Object Reconstruction139

4.1 Jet Reconstruction140

This analysis uses corrected PFJets that are reconstructed using the Anti-kT clustering algo-141

rithm with a reconstruction cone of R = 0.5. More details on the jet objects can be found in CMS142

AN-11-164 [11]143

4.2 Electron Reconstruction and Identification144

In this analysis, electrons are used to validate tau identification by using the eτh final state to145

obtain a clean sample of Z → ττ events. Electrons are also used to validate the performance of146

the HLT PFMHT150 trigger. Electrons are energy superclusters in the ECAL detector matched147

to tracks in the silicon strip tracker and to seed hits in the pixel detector. The energy clustering148

algorithms, “Hybrid” for the barrel and “Island” for the endcaps, are used to measure the149

energy of electrons and photons while the the track that best matches the reconstructed energy150

of the object in the Ecal is chosen to be the reconstructed track. Table 4 shows the list of electron151

identification (eID) cuts applied. In addition, electrons are also required to be isolated in the152

Calorimeter and the tracker. Calorimeter isolation requires Ecal RecHits to have an energy153

threshold of > 0.1 GeV inside a cone of ∆R = 0.4 in the endcaps and > 0.08 GeV for the barrel.154

Track isolation is defined as the sum of the pT of tracks inside a cone of ∆R = 0.4, each track155

with a pT threshold of 0.7 GeV for both, barrel and endcaps. More details on electron objects156

used in this analysis can be found in CMS AN-11-164 [11].157
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Table 3: Cross Sections for MC Samples. NNLO cross sections are used for EWK processes.

Physics Sample Cross Section (pb)
Z → ττ 1666
Z → µµ 1666
Z → ee 1666
W + jets 31314
tt 165
Z → νν + Jets 4500
Z → µµ + Jets 3048
qcd 15→ 30 8.159e+08
qcd 30→ 50 5.312e+07
qcd 50→ 80 6.359e+06
qcd 80→ 120 7.843e+05
qcd 120→ 170 1.151e+05
qcd 170→ 300 2.426e+04
qcd 300→ 470 1.168e+03
qcd 470→ 600 7.022e+01
qcd 600→ 800 1.555e+01
qcd 800→ 1000 1.844
qcd 1000→ 1400 3.321e-01
qcd 1400→ 1800 1.087e-02
qcd 1800→ ∞ 3.575e-04
qcd 20→ 30 EM 2.4544e+06
qcd 30→ 80 EM 3.8662e+06
qcd 80→ 120 EM 1.395e+05

4.3 Muon Reconstruction and Identification158

Similarly, muons in this analysis are used to validate tau identification and the performance159

of the HLT PFMHT150 trigger. Muons used are “global” muons which are isolated by having160

minimal energy in a cone of ∆R = 0.5 around the lepton trajectory. Table 5 shows the complete161

list of µ identification criteria.162

4.4 Tau Reconstruction and Identification163

The challenge in identifying hadronically decaying taus is discriminating against generic quark164

and gluon QCD jets which are produced with a cross–section several order of magnitude larger.165

CMS has developed several algorithms to reconstruct and identify hadronically decaying taus166

based on Particle Flow (PF) candidates [13]. For this analysis, the tau POG recommended167

Hadrons Plus Strips Algorithm (HPS) is used. HPS makes use of Particle Flow (PF) jets as in-168

puts to an algorithm that uses strips of clustered electromagnetic particles to reconstruct neu-169

tral pions. The electromagnetic strips (“neutral pions”) are combined with the charged hadrons170

within the PFJets to attempt to reconstruct the main tau decay modes outlined in Table 6.171

The single hadron plus zero strips decay mode attempts to reconstruct τ → νπ± decays or172

τ → νπ±π0 decays where the neutral pion has very low energy. The single hadron plus one or173

two electromagnetic strips attemps to reconstruct tau decays that produce neutral pions where174

the resulting neutral pion decays produce collinear photons. Similarly, the single hadron plus175

two strips mode attemps to reconstruct taus that decay via e.g. τ → νπ±π0 where the neutral176

pion decays to well separated photons resulting in two electromagnetic strips. Finally, the three177
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Table 4: Electron ID Selections.

Cut Primary Selection HEEP Selection (barrel) HEEP Selection (endcap)
ET > 25 GeV > 25 GeV
isEcalDriven 1 1
|∆ηin| < 0.02 < 0.005 < 0.007
|∆φin| < 0.15 < 0.09 < 0.09
H/Em < 0.15 < 0.05 < 0.05
σiηiη n/a < 0.03
En×m/Em×m E2×5/E5×5 > 0.94 ||

E1×5/E5×5 > 0.83
Ecorr/Pin < 3.0

Table 5: µ Identification

Cut
”Global” µ
Tracker hits ≥ 10
Pixel hits ≥ 1
≥ 2 chambers with matching segments
Global fit χ2/NDOF < 10
≥ 1 hit in muon system
|d0| < 0.2 cm
∑ pT of iso. tracks/Ecal RecHits < 1

hadrons decay mode attempts to reconstruct tau decays that occur via ρ(770) resonance. In all178

cases, electromagnetic strips are required to have ET > 1 GeV/c. Additionally, for the case of179

the three hadron decay modes, the particle flow charged hadrons are required to be compatible180

with a common vertex and have a net charge of |q| = 1.181

In order to enforce the isolation requirement on the reconstructed tau, a region of size R = 0.3182

around the tau decay mode direction is defined. Any PF candidates not used for the reconstruc-183

tion of electromagnetic strips and charged hadrons not involved in the reconstruction of the tau184

decay modes are used to calculate isolation. Because a main goal in the design of this analysis185

is to achieve the highest purity of tau tagging, the “very loose” isolation working point is used.186

The “very loose” working point requires no isolation PF charged hadrons with pT > 1.5 GeV/c187

and no isolation PF gamma candidates with ET > 2.0 GeV.188

In order to discriminate against muons, HPS taus are required to pass the “Tight” lepton re-189

jection discriminator which requires the lead track of the tau not be associated with a global190

muon signature. In order to discriminate against electrons, HPS taus are required to pass a191

MVA discriminator which uses the amount of HCAL energy associated to the tau with respect192

to the measured momentum of the track (H/p). Additionally, the MVA discriminator considers193

the amount of electromagnetic energy in a narrow strip around the leading track with respect194

to the total electromagnetic energy of the tau. Finally, HPS taus must not reside in the ECAL195

cracks.196

4.5 E/T and H/T197

For missing transverse energy or MET, this analysis makes use of the more complex particle198

flow algorithms to reconstruct the momenta of individual particles:199
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Table 6: Reconstucted Tau Decay Modes

HPS Tau Decay Modes
Single Hadron + Zero Strips
Single Hadron + One Strip
Single Hadron + Two Strips

Three Hadrons

−→
E/T = −∑

i

−→
pi

T (2)

Since MET is very sensitive to the effects of Pile-up (PU) and noise, a MET-like quantity H/T, that200

is less sensitive to various effects such as noise and PU is used in this analysis and is defined as201

−→
H/T = −∑

i

−→
pi

T (3)

where i runs over PFJets with pT > 30 GeV/c and H/T is the transverse component of the
−→
H/T202

vector.203

4.6 Lepton Isolation Corrections for Pile-Up204

Quantities such as E/T and isolation, where energy depositions are summed up over some range205

of the detector, can suffer large inefficiencies or systematic effects due to particles from pile-up206

interactions. Therefore, a simple and robust method must be employed to subtract off the207

contribution from secondary interactions. In the case of E/T, this is done by using the FastJet208

corrections to determine the density of PU on an event by event basis. The sections that follow209

describe the methods used to correct isolation.210

5 Trigger Performance211

The HLT PFMHT150 trigger used for the final analysis path is validated by obtaining a pure212

control region of tt events. Events containing tt are chosen because they contain a topology213

that is very similar to the our signal, with two high pT jets from the top quark decays and real214

or fake τh’s from the hadronic decay of the two W bosons. (ref: AN-11-164) Events are selected215

using µ + τh and e + τh cross-triggers in order to avoid any potential biases in the high H/T216

region. To validate the HLT PFMHT150 trigger performance, the following selection criteria217

are applied to the sample218

Acceptance Selections:219

• ≥ 1 l (l = Global muon or electron) with pT > 10 GeV/c and |η| < 2.1220

• ≥ 1 PFTau with pT > 15 GeV/c and |η| < 2.1221

• ≥ 1 e/µτh pair with ∆R(e/µ, τh) > 0.7222

Muon Selections:223

• ≥ 1 µ with tracker hits ≥ 10224

• ≥ 1 µ with pixel hits ≥ 1225

• ≥ 1 µ with ≥ 2 matching segments226
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Figure 2: HLT PFMHT150 efficiency vs. H/T

• ≥ 1 µ with χ2/ndof < 10227

• ≥ 1 µ |d0| < 0.2 cm228

• ≥ 1 µ passing isolation ∑ pT of tracks and Ecal RecHits < 1229

Electron Selections:230

• Electron must be a Ecal driven electron231

• |∆ηin| < 0.005 in EB; |∆ηin| < 0.007 in EE232

• |∆φin| < 0.09 in EB and EE233

• H/Em < 0.05 in EB and EE234

• σiηiη < 0.03 in EE235

• E2×5/E5×5 > 0.94 ||E1×5/E5×5 > 0.83 in EB236

• Ecal Isolation : ∑ Eecal
T < 4.5 GeV237

(EEcalRecHit
barrel > 0.08 GeV, ET

EcalRecHit
endcap > 0.1 GeV, ∆Riso = 0.4)238

• Track Isolation: ∑ ptrk
T < 3.5 GeV (ptrk

T > 0.7 GeV, ∆Riso = 0.4)239

Tau Selections:240

• ≥ 1 τh passing the HPS ”tight” muon veto241

• ≥ 1 τh passing the HPS ”tight” electron veto242

• ≥ 1 τh passing the HPS decay mode finding243

• ≥ 1 τh passing the HPS ”very loose” isolation244

Topological Selections:245

• Q(e/µ)×Q(τh) < 0246

• E/T > 30 GeV247

• ≥ 1 jet tagged as a b-jet using the TCHE working point248

The HLT PFMHT150 trigger efficiency is defined as follows:249

ε =
Number of Events Passing Selections Above AND HLT PFMHT150

Number of Events Passing Selections Above
(4)
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Figure 2 shows the trigger HLT PFMHT150 turn-on-curve extracted directly from data using250

the methodology described above. One can see the plateau is reached at H/T > 230 GeV, there-251

fore validating the use of H/T > 250 GeV in the final analysis path. Although the trigger ef-252

ficiency has been measured by the Trigger Performance Group (TPG), the HLT PFMHT150253

trigger efficiency can be directly measured from this validation sample. By fitting the trigger254

turn-on curve to an error function, we find that the effiency at the plateau is 98.2 ± 0.4 %.255

The dip in the trigger efficiency at 220 GeV was found to be due to 2 events failing to pass256

the HLT PFMHT150 trigger. These 2 events were further investigated via event displays and257

found to be W+jet events that had passed the selection cuts.258

6 Event Selection259

The final signal selections are outlined below. Figure 3 shows the pT distributions for the high-260

est and second highest pT jets in the event. One can see that requiring the 1st and 2nd leading261

jets to have pT > 100 GeV/c achieves very good discrimination against backgrounds. We note262

that although a higher pT threshold can be applied, we maintain the lower thresholds of 100263

GeV/c in order to maintain high enough signal acceptance, especially for varying regions of264

mSUGRA parameter space and to maintain the highest possible level of sensitivity to other265

BSM theories/processes.266

Figure 4 shows the H/T distribution after the requirements on the leading and next-to-leading267

jets. A requirement of H/T > 250 GeV achieves very good discrimination against SM back-268

grounds and also maintains high signal acceptance. Additionally, the requirement of H/T > 250269

GeV is robust in terms of systematics because it allows our signal region to stay away from the270

the HLT PFMHT150 trigger turn-on-curve where systematic effects can be large. As discussed271

in section 4.5, H/T is calculated using any PFJet with pT > 30 GeV/c before any τh identification272

has been imposed or jet-τh cross-cleaning has been applied. QCD dijet events can be minimized273

by determining the difference in the azimuth φ between the leading jets and the H/T or E/T. For274

the case of QCD, any non-zero measurements of E/T arise due to large mismeasurements in the275

jet energies. Therefore, the leading jets and E/T/H/T are expected to be mostly back-to-back or276

collinear.277

Figure 5 shows the ∆φ(j2, H/T) distribution for signal and backgrounds. Applying a require-278

ment of |∆φ(j2, H/T)| < 0.5 is very effective at removing the QCD contamination in the signal279

region. We note that QCD is not expected to be a significant background due to the require-280

ment of four jet-like objects and large H/T. However, this requirement is maintained in the final281

analysis path to ensure that the number of events from QCD remain low even if the QCD con-282

tribution to data is larger than expected from the MC studies. Tables 7, 8 and 9 show the cut283

flow efficiencies for our signal as well as for the relevant SM backgrounds.284

Baseline Selections:285

• ≥ 1 PFJet with pT > 30 GeV/c286

• 1st Leading Jet pT > 100 GeV/c and |η| < 3287

• 2nd Leading Jet pT > 100 GeV/c and |η| < 3288

• H/T > 250 GeV289

Tau Selections:290

• ≥ 2 τh’s with pT > 15 GeV/c and |η| < 2.1291

• ≥ 2 τh’s passing the HPS ”tight” muon veto292
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Figure 3: (a) pT of first leading jet, (b) pT of the second leading jet.
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Figure 4: (a) MET distribution, (b) H/T distribution.
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Figure 5: The ∆φ(j2, H/T) distribution for signal and backgrounds.
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• ≥ 2 τh’s passing the HPS ”tight” electron veto293

• ≥ 2 τh’s passing the HPS decay mode finding294

• ≥ 2 τh’s passing the HPS ”very loose” isolation295

Topological Selections:296

• 1st Leading Jet separated from τh’s (∆R(j1, τh) > 0.3)297

• 2nd Leading Jet separated from τh’s (∆R(j2, τh) > 0.3)298

• ∆φ(j2, H/T) > 0.5299

• ≥ 1 τhτh pair with ∆R(τh,1, τh,2) > 0.3300

Topological Selections:301

• opposite-sign and like-sign Mττ distributions are subracted to remove fakes on a302

statistical basis303

Table 7: Relative Cut Efficiencies for signal and SM EWK Backgrounds. FIXME
Cut/Selection Signal tt W+Jets Z → νν+Jets
1st Jet |η| < 3.0 99.6± 0.01 99.6± 0.003 99.24± 0.005 99.31± 0.02
1st Jet pT > 100 86.18± 0.1 58.87± 0.03 13.83± 0.02 4.43± 0.04
2nd Jet |η| < 3.0 98.96± 0.03 99.45± 0.006 98.68± 0.001 98.42± 0.122
2nd Jet pT > 100 83.28± 0.1 49.4± 0.04 32.72± 0.1 22.24± 0.41
H/T > 250 78.5± 0.11 1.8± 0.01 2.169± 0.03 1.14± 0.22
≥ 2 τh’s with pT > 15 99.52±0.02 99.84± 0.03 99.18± 0.16 100± 0
≥ 2 τh’s passing ”tight” e veto 95.78± 0.06 93.71± 0.02 87.64± 0.6 92.3± 5.2
≥ 2 τh’s passing ”tight” µ veto 98.8± 0.03 97.68± 0.1 98.12± 0.2 100± 0
≥ 2 τh’s passing HPS decay mode 85.28± 0.11 82.19± 0.34 70.96± 0.85 75± 8.8
≥ 2 τh’s passing ”VLoose” isolation 1.61± 0.04 0.39± 0.06 0.34± 0.013 5.6± 5.3
jet-τh cross-cleaning 86.0± 0.96 75.65± 6.7 71.4± 17.0 100± 0
∆φ(j2, H/T) > 0.5 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0

Table 8: Relative Cut Efficiencies for Relevant QCD Backgrounds. FIXME
Cut/Selection QCD[120-170] QCD[170-300] QCD[300-470] QCD[470-600]
1st Jet |η| < 3.0 99.4± 0.0 99.88± 0.0 100.0± 0.0 100± 0.0
1st Jet pT > 100 96.5± 0.0 99.81± 0.0 100.0± 0.0 100± 0.0
2nd Jet |η| < 3.0 99.3± 0.0 99.8± 0.0 99.99± 0.0 100± 0.0
2nd Jet pT > 100 74.9± 0.02 96.14± 0.01 0.08± 0 100± 0.0
H/T > 250 6.03e− 5± 4.26e− 5 13.28e− 4± 0.0 0.08± 0.0 0.53± 0.0
≥ 2 τ’s with pT > 15 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0
≥ 2 τ’s passing ”tight” e veto 100± 0 100± 0 99.7± 0.07 99.95± 0.01
≥ 2 τ’s passing ”tight” µ veto 100± 0 96.92± 2.1 96.44± 0.3 96.26± 0.13
≥ 2 τ’s passing HPS decay mode — 71.4± 5.6 78.82± 0.6 79.11± 0.3
≥ 2 τ’s passing ”VLoose” isolation — — 0.05± 0 0.01± 0
jet-τ cross-cleaning — — 50± 35.4 100± 0
∆φ(j2, H/T) > 0.5 — — 100± 0 100± 0

6.1 Removing Combinatoric Background304

Although searching for an excess of events passing the selections outlined above provides a305

possible means of discovering SUSY, it does not provide additional information about the pos-306

sible connection to the SUSY masses. In this analysis, not only do we want to provide a general307

search for SUSY in final states with taus, but also select the correct combination of τhτh pairs308
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Table 9: Relative Cut Efficiencies for Relevant QCD Backgrounds (continued). FIXME
Cut/Selection QCD600-800 QCD1400-1800 QCD>1800
1st Jet |η| < 3.0 100± 0.0 100± 0.0 100± 0.0
1st Jet pT > 100 100± 0.0 100± 0.0 100± 0.0
2nd Jet |η| < 3.0 100± 0.0 100± 0.0 100± 0.0
2nd Jet pT > 100 100± 0.0 100.0± 0.0 100± 0.0
H/T > 250 1.154± 0.0 8.4± 0.01 13.74± 0.006
≥ 2 τ’s with pT > 15 99.96± 0.0 99.97± 0.0 99.94± 0.001
≥ 2 τ’s passing ”tight” e veto 96.1± 0.008 95.82± 0.04 95.59± 0.1
≥ 2 τ’s passing ”tight” µ veto 96.03± 0.09 92.6± 0.06 90.12± 0.15
≥ 2 τ’s passing HPS decay mode 78.34± 0.2 72.79± 0.1 70.24± 0.24
≥ 2 τ’s passing ”VLoose” isolation 0.01± 0.0 0.41 ±0.0 0.02± 0.0
jet-τ cross-cleaning 75.0± 21.6 60 ±15.5 100± 0
∆φ(j2, H/T) > 0.5 100± 0 — 100± 0

that is important to reconstruct kinematic endpoints necessary to establish the connection to309

a particular BSM model and/or SUSY masses. Therefore, although we indeed search for an310

excess of events in the high H/T regions, we additionally make use of an opposite-sign minus311

like-sign subtraction (OS− LS) technique that is effective at (a) selecting the correct τhτh pairs312

and (b) removing fake backgrounds on a statistical basis.313

7 Efficiency Corrections and Object Identification Validation314

This analysis requires taus in the final state and although muons and electrons are not used315

for the final analysis path, trigger efficiencies as well as electron and muon identification scale316

factors must be used in order to properly validate the performance of the tau identification317

criteria in the Z → ττ control regions. Also, one of the main concerns for any analysis with318

2011 data is the much larger contribution from PU particles compared to 2010 data and so, the319

effect of PU also needs to be taken into account properly.320

7.1 Efficiency Corrections321

Efficiencies and scale factors for the l + τh triggers used in this analysis have been taken from322

other studies [14]. Lepton trigger and identification efficiencies are measured using the stan-323

dard tag and probe methods in Z → ee/µµ events. The tag and probe method uses a sample of324

one well identified and isolated lepton (tag) to measure efficiencies of a second, loosely iden-325

tified lepton (probe). The probe needs to be as unbiased as possible after the pre-selection326

requirements so that the proper efficiencies and scale factors can be extracted. A fit is per-327

formed on both pass and fail probes using shapes taken from simulation while effects such as328

the energy scale is accounted for through the modification of input variables and the introduc-329

tion of nuissance parameters. Table 10 lists the measured efficiencies in MC and data as well as330

the data to MC scale factors that can be used to correct the MC expectations.331

Table 10: Efficiencies and Scale Factors using Tag and Probe.
Selection Scale Factor
µ + τ Trigger 0.77± 0.02
µ Identification 1.01± 0.001
µ Isolation 0.98± 0.001
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14 7 Efficiency Corrections and Object Identification Validation

7.2 Validation of Tau Identification Efficiencies332

Another important aspect of the analysis consists of obtaining a clean sample of Z → ττ events333

to be used for the validation of tau identification and to ensure the robustness of the tau selec-334

tions. Since a clean sample of Z → ττ events can’t be obtained in the double hadronic tau final335

state due to the large background contamination from QCD dijet events, tau identification is336

validated by obtaining a relatively clean sample of Z → ττ events in the µτh and eτh final states337

where the presence of the light lepton significantly reduces the QCD background. A Z → ττ338

control sample in both the eτh and µτh final states with consistency in shapes and event rates339

between data and MC gives us confidence that the tau tagging criteria is robust and that proper340

scale factors have been applied.341

7.2.1 Validation in the µτh Final State342

Acceptance Selections:343

• ≥ 1 Global muon with 20 < pT < 40 GeV/c and |η| < 2.1344

• ≥ 1 PFTau with pT > 20 GeV/c and |η| < 2.1345

• ≥ 1 µτ pair with ∆R(µ, τ) > 0.7346

Muon Selections:347

• ≥ 1 µ with tracker hits ≥ 10348

• ≥ 1 µ with pixel hits ≥ 1349

• ≥ 1 µ with ≥ 2 matching segments350

• ≥ 1 µ with χ2/ndof < 10351

• ≥ 1 µ |d0| < 0.2 cm352

• ≥ 1 µ passing isolation ∑ pT of tracks and Ecal RecHits < 1353

Tau Selections:354

• ≥ 1 τ passing the HPS ”tight” muon veto355

• ≥ 1 τ passing the HPS ”tight” electron veto356

• ≥ 1 τ passing the HPS decay mode finding357

• ≥ 1 τ passing the HPS ”very loose” isolation358

Topological Selections:359

• cos ∆φ(µ, τh) < -0.95360

• Q(µ)×Q(τh) < 0361

• Pζ − 0.875× Pvis
ζ > −7362

• MT(µ, E/T) < 40 GeV363

• 0 jets tagged as b-jets364

Figure 6 shows the µτh invariant mass obtained for events passing the above selections. One365

can see that both the shapes and event rates between data and MC are consistent, therefore366

validating the robustness and performance of the tau tagging criteria. Table 11 lists the number367

of observed events in data as well as the expected MC contributions (after proper corrections).368
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Figure 6: (M(µ, τh) for the Z → ττ control regions.

Table 11: Events in the Z → ττ→µτh control region for data and MC.

Sample Events
Data 15615
QCD —
W + Jets 1099± 8.2syst(FIXME) ± 33.2stat

tt 13.18± 0.3syst(FIXME) ± 3.6stat

Z → ττ 13930.0± 45.1syst(FIXME) ± 118.0stat

Z → µµ 649.9± 9.9syst(FIXME) ± 25.5stat

7.3 Validation of PU Performance for E/T / H/T
To account for PU in 2011 data, and because the MC simulated samples contain a PU distribu-369

tion that does not match that of data, the reweighing technique outlined in section 3.2 is used to370

correct the MC. However, it’s not immediately clear that applying such a reweighing technique371

will properly account for effects such as in-time and out-of-time pile-up. Therefore, in order to372

validate the performance of the PU corrections, we obtain a clean sample Z → µµ events and373

require consistency in E/T between data and MC. Z → µµ events are used because they contain374

no real intrinsic E/T. Therefore, any non-zero values of E/T are mostly due to mismeasurements375

in muon momenta and additional contributions from PU particles. Because muons are typi-376

cally very well measured particles, PU effects are expected to be the dominant contribution.377

To select a clean sample of Z → µµ events, we apply similar selections to the Z → ττ control378

region, except that the muon veto is inverted on the taus to select muon-like objects:379

Acceptance Selections:380

• ≥ 1 Global muon with pT > 20 GeV/c and |η| < 2.1381

• ≥ 1 PFTau with pT > 20 GeV/c and |η| < 2.1382

• ≥ 1 µτ pair with ∆R(µ, τ) > 0.7383

Muon Selections:384

• ≥ 1 µ with tracker hits ≥ 10385

• ≥ 1 µ with pixel hits ≥ 1386

• ≥ 1 µ with ≥ 2 matching segments387
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Figure 7: E/T in the Z → µµ control region used to validate the performance of the PU correc-
tions in MC.

• ≥ 1 µ with χ2/ndof < 10388

• ≥ 1 µ |d0| < 0.2 cm389

• ≥ 1 µ passing isolation ∑ pT of tracks and Ecal RecHits < 1390

Tau Selections:391

• ≥ 1 τ passing the HPS INVERTED ”tight” muon veto392

• ≥ 1 τ passing the HPS ”tight” electron veto393

• ≥ 1 τ passing the HPS decay mode finding394

• ≥ 1 τ passing the HPS ”very loose” isolation395

Topological Selections:396

• cos ∆φ(µ, τh) < -0.95397

• Q(µ)×Q(τh) < 0398

• Pζ − 0.875× Pvis
ζ > −7399

• 0 jets tagged as b-jets400

Figure 7 shows the E/T distribution obtained for events passing the above selections. One can see401

that both the shapes and event rates between data and MC are consistent, therefore validating402

the robustness and performance of the PU corrections on MC.403

8 Data Driven Background Estimation404

In order to ensure robustness of the analysis and our confidence in the results, whenever possi-405

ble we rely on the data itself to understand and validate the efficiency of reconstruction meth-406

ods as well as the estimation of the background contributions. For that purpose we define407

control regions with most of the selections similar to what we use in our main search but en-408

riched with events from background processes. Once a background enhanced region is created,409

we measure selection efficiencies in those regions and extrapolate to the region where we ex-410

pect to observe our signal. In cases where a complete data–driven method is not possible we411

make use of scale factors, ratio between observed data events and expected MC events in the412

background enhanced region to estimate the background contribution in the signal region. Fig-413
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ure 1 displays the general methodology for obtaining the various control regions. In general, a414

few key discriminating variables are used to define control regions with most of the selections415

similar to what we use in our main search. This ensures confidence that our selections do not416

bias our ability to measure correct efficiencies. In cases where this is not immediately clear,417

cross-checks are made and discussed in detail.418

8.1 TTBar Estimation419

In order to obtain a tt enhanced region, we make use of the fact that tt events always contain420

b-jets from the decay of the top quarks. Therefore, in order to obtain a tt control sample, one421

can require the presence of one or more tagged b-jets. Because W + jets has a cross section that422

is much larger than that of tt production, W + jets can have a comparable contribution to the423

signal region as tt. Furthermore, because W + jets becomes a background due to mostly a jet424

faking one of the tau legs and because MC is not expected to agree with data in the case of425

the jet to tau fake rate, we instead require two jets tagged as b-jets to assure that W + jets is426

negligible in the tt control region. Further modifications to the final signal selections outlined427

in section 6 can be made to enhance the statistics of the tt enhanced region, allowing for a428

more precise measurement of the expected tt contribution in the signal region. Additionally,429

modifying the final signal selections to enhance the number of tt events allows us to extract ττ430

mass shapes from the control regions in an unbiased way. Therefore, the tt enhanced region is431

defined by making the following modifications to the final signal selection criteria:432

• Remove the isolation requirement on τ’s433

• Require≥ 2 jets tagged as a b-jets using the track counting high efficiency ”medium”434

discriminator (TCHEM)435

Figures 8– 10 show various relevant distributions obtained using events in the tt control re-436

gion. One can observe the purity is close to 100% and agreement is observed throughout. It437

is important to note that agreement is not required as we are employing a data–driven back-438

ground extraction method. In fact, agreement is not expected apriori due to the difficulties439

involved with correct modeling of jet fragmentation, pile-up, and material budget. However,440

the fact that agreement is indeed observed points to the robustness of the analysis and signal441

selections.442

Table 12 shows the number of observed events in data as well as the expected number of MC443

events in the tt control region. According to MC, Aτ+j = 0.166± 0.011 % of the tt events in444

the control sample contain one real tau and jets mistagged as the second tau, while Aj+j =445

0.834± 0.025 % of the events are due to jets mistagged as both tau legs. Therefore, the number446

of tt events in the signal region can be calculated as follows:447

448

NSignal
tt = Aτ+j

NCR
tt

P(2 b-jets)
ετ iso ∑∞

N=1 P(N) ∑N
n=1 C(N, n) f n(1− f )N−n

449

+ Aj+j
NCR

tt
P(2 b-jets) ∑∞

M=2 P(M) ∑M
m=2 C(M, m) f m(1− f )M−m

450

451

where C(N, n) the combinatoric of (N, n) (i.e.the number of possible ways to n jets pass iso-452

lation given M possible jets), f the “fake rate” for jets to get tagged as taus (probability for a453

jet to pass the “very loose” HPS isolation requirement), ετ iso the probability for a tau to pass454

the “very loose” HPS isolation requirement, and P(N) (P(M)) the probabilities for an event to455

have N (M) jets (“fake” tau candiates) considered as possible tau candidates. The “fake rate”456

f and jet multiplicities P(N) are measured/extracted directly from the tt control sample. The457
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: (a) E/T (b) ∆φ(j1, H/T) (c) HT and (d) H/T distributions.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) 1st Leading Jet pT and (b) 2nd Leading Jet pT distributions.

probability to tag both b-jets, P(2 b-jets), is given by ε2
b-tag where εb-tag is the b-tagging effi-458

ciency as measured in [15]. Figure 11 shows the isolation distributions obtained from the tt459

control sample and which are used to measure the “fake rate” f . One can see from Figure 11460

that the probability for a jet to be mistagged as a tau in data is different than the fake rate as461

determined by MC. However, it is important to note that the jet→ τ fake rate is not expected462

to be well modeled by MC due to it’s difficulty to model rare fluctuations in jet fragmentation463

and other effects such as pile-up. For this reason we measure the probability for a jet to be464

misidentified as a tau directly from the control sample and use it to estimate the predicted rate465

in the signal region. Therefore, agreement between MC and data is not required.466

Table 13 lists the relevant values used to estimate the tt contribution in the signal region. The467

isolation efficiency has a measured value of ετ iso = 0.55± 0.04 [? ]. The probability for a jet468

to be mistagged as a tau has a measured value of f = 0.022± 0.003. The probability to tag ≥ 2469

b− jets using the track counting high efficiency “medium” working point is 0.684± 0.021 and470

is determined using the b-tagging efficiency as measured in [15]. Therefore, the estimated tt471

contribution in the signal region is NSignal
tt = 2.0± 0.4.472

Table 12: Events in the tt control region for data and MC.

Sample Events
Data 394
QCD —
W + Jets —
tt 357.5± (18.9)stat ± (9.8)syst
Z → νν + Jets —

Measuring the tt contribution in the signal region makes use of b-tagging to obtain a clean473

sample of tt events where efficiencies can be measured and used to extrapolate to the signal474

region. Therefore, a natural concern or question is whether the use of b-tagging produces any475
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: (a) τ pT (b) τ η (c) MOS
ττ and (d) MLS

ττ distributions in a tt control sample.
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: Number of (a) photons and (b) tracks in the τ isolation cone.

Table 13: tt Extraction Efficiencies

Cut Data
Aτ+j 0.166± 0.011
Aj+j 0.834± 0.025
ετ iso 0.55± 0.04
f 0.022± 0.003
εb−Tagging(TCHEM) [15] 0.684± 0.021
Probability to tag ≥ 2 b− jets (TCHEM) 0.468± 0.020
Expected Number of Events 2.0± (1.4)stat ± (0.4)syst

bias on the measured efficiencies. It is important to note that cross-checks have indeed been476

carried out to determine any possible bias introduced by the b-tagging requirements. We find477

that no bias is introduced due to the requirement of at least 2 b-tagged jets. The details of these478

studies are discussed in section 13.2 of the appendix. Another natural concern is whether the479

use of the b-tagging efficiency as measured in [15] is applicable to this analysis and selections.480

The use of the b-tagging efficiency as measured in [15] has been validated by selecting a sample481

of events with a high multiplicity of jets. Selecting events with a high jet multiplicity allows us482

to obtain a semi-clean tt control sample where the b-tagging efficiency can be validated. The483

details of this study are described in section 13.3 of the appendix. We find that the b-tagging484

efficiency as measured in [15] is applicable to this particular analysis and set of selections.485

8.2 Z → νν + Jets Estimation486

Although Z → νν+ Jets is a very small contribution to the signal region due to the very low487

probability that Z → νν+ Jets events will contain four jets (two of which pass all tau tagging488

criteria), the contribution of this background in other background enhanced control regions is489

not negligible. As Z → νν+ Jets becomes a background due to jets faking taus and such events490

are difficult to model in MC, a data-driven method to extract Z → νν+ Jets events is used.491
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Hence we validate that the contribution of this type of background is negligible.492

At the moment, we do not have a method to obtain a clean sample of Z → νν+ Jets where493

efficiencies can be measured and used to extrapolate to the signal region. Therefore, the con-494

tribution from this background is determined using a sample of Z → µµ + Jets by applying495

similar selection criteria as the final analysis to select a sample with two clean muons. These496

muons are then treated neutrinos in order to properly model the large H/T values associated497

with Z → νν + Jets events. Obtaining a clean sample of Z → µµ + Jets is much easier due to498

the much lower probability for a jet to fake a muon when compared to the jet→ τh fake rates.499

Once a clean control sample of Z → µµ + Jets is obtained, efficiencies for Z → νν + Jets events500

can be measured and the number of observed events can be corrected for the muon efficiencies501

and branching ratios of neutrinos to muons in order to determine the expected contribution of502

Z → νν + Jets in the signal region.503

To obtain a clean sample of Z → µµ + Jets, the final signal selections are modified as follows:504

• Select events using the µτh cross-triggers505

• Remove the requirement on H/T in order to recalculate H/T by treating the muons as506

neutrinos.507

• Remove the tau identification criteria.508

• Require exactly 0 jets tagged as a b-jets using the track counting high efficiency509

”medium” discriminator (TCHEM).510

• Require ≥ 2 global muons with pT > 20 GeV/c, |η| < 2.1, and passing the µ identi-511

fication criteria outlined in section 4.3512

Because the branching ratio to muons B(Z → µµ) is ∼ 6 times smaller than the branching ratio513

to neutrinos B(Z → νν), the tau tagging criteria is removed to obtain a statistically significant514

sample. The requirement of zero b-jets is used to minimize the contribution from tt. To prop-515

erly model the topology of Z → νν + Jets events, jets considered for the 1st and 2nd leading516

jet requirements must not be one of the identified muons. Finally, because the H/T must be re-517

calculated by treating the muons as neutrinos, events are selected using the µτh cross-triggers.518

Figure 12 shows the distributions for relevant variables obtained with the above selections.519

One can see that a very pure sample of Z → µµ + Jets events is obtained (∼ 99% purity) with520

very good agreement in both shapes and event rates. Table 14 shows the number of observed521

events in data as well as the expected number of MC events in the Z → µµ + Jets control region.522

The Z → νν + Jets contribution in the signal region can be calculated as follows:523

NZ→νν+Jets =
Npure

Z→µµ+Jets

Aµε2
µ

B(Z → νν)
B(Z → µµ)

εH/T ετ ID (5)

where Aµ is the muon acceptance efficiency, εµ the muon identification efficiency, B(Z → νν)524

the branching ratio for Z → νν, B(Z → µµ) the branching ratio for Z → µµ, εH/T the efficiency525

for H/T > 250 GeV, and ετID the efficiency for the requiring of ≥ 2 τ’s passing the tau tagging526

criteria. Table 15 shows the measurement of the efficiencies from data, and the expected con-527

tribution in the signal region. The values used for B(Z → µµ) and B(Z → νν) are discussed528

in section 13.5 of the appendix. The acceptance efficiency Aµ is taken from the simulated sam-529

ples and has a value of 73.0 ± 0.04 %. The muon identification efficiency εµ is measured using530

standard tag-and-probe methods and has a value of 86.78 ± 0.14 % per muon [14]. Therefore,531

the estimated Z → νν+Jets contribution in the signal region is NSignal
Z→νν + Jets = 0 due to the532
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efficiency for ≥ 2 jets passing tau identification criteria. The uncertainty in 0 is determined by533

propagating the uncertainties in the efficiencies.534

Table 14: Events in the Z → µµ + Jets control region for data and MC.

Sample Events
Data 148
QCD —
W + Jets —
tt 1.68± 0.30syst ± 1.30stat
Z → µµ + Jets 166.48± 3.58syst ± 12.90stat

Table 15: Z → νν + Jets Extraction Efficiencies

Cut Data
≥ 2 τ’s passing tau identification 0.00± 0.007
εH/T 0.014± 0.0096
Expected Number of Events 0.00± 0.16

8.3 QCD Estimation535

Though QCD has the largest cross section of our backgrounds, it plays only a minor role after536

tau identification. Nonetheless, an understanding of QCD is important for other background537

estimations and minimizing our total uncertainty. Additionally, because the QCD contribution538

in the signal region depends on the probability for a jet to fake a τh (difficult to correctly model539

in MC), it is important to validate and/or measure that the signal contribution is indeed small.540

We obtain a good purity QCD control region with the following cuts:541

• pT > 100 GeV and |η| < 3.0 for 2 leading jets542

• H/T > 250 GeV (To eliminate trigger bias)543

• ≥ 2 “τh’s” passing the light lepton vetos (To minimize W+Jets and TTbar back-544

grounds)545

• ∆φ(H/T, jet2) < 0.10546

Since H/T tends to be quite small for QCD events, H/T is greater than 250 GeV almost exlusively547

in QCD events in which a jet is mismeasured. As a result, H/T tends to align with the second548

leading jet of most QCD events surviving the H/T > 250 cut. After our event selections above,549

we obtain a data sample with 1678 events and ∼ 86% purity according to MC. Table 16 shows550

the number of observed events in data and the expectations based on the MC simulated sam-551

ples. In order to estimate the QCD contribution in the signal region, we obtain a data-MC scale552

factor (SFQCD) that can be applied to the QCD expectation in MC. We obtain a scale factor of553

0.75± 0.02. Since the QCD simulation samples are limited by low statistics, the predicted QCD554

rate in MC is obtained by slightly relaxing the MHT criteria such that it remains unbiased to555

the remaining selection efficiencies and provides enough increase in statistics to obtain a MC556

prediction in the signal region. The estimated QCD contribution in the signal region is then557

calculated as follows:558

NSignal
QCD = SFQCD × NMC

QCD (6)

This method gives a QCD estimation of NSignal
QCD = (0.75± 0.02) × (0.024± 0.024) = 0.018±559

0.018. As expected, the QCD contribution in the signal region is small.560
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Figure 12: (a) H/T (b) E/T (c) 1st Leading Jet pT (d) 2nd Leading Jet pT (e) Number of τ’s per event
passing the τ identification criteria.
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Figure 13: ∆φ(H/T, jet2)
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Figure 14: (a) Number of Primary Vertices(b) H/T.
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Table 16: Events in the QCD control region for data and MC.

Sample Events
Data 1678
QCD 1847.5± 37.6stat
W → lν + Jets 242.0± 19.7stat
tt 66.2± 3.6stat
Z → νν + Jets —

8.4 W+Jets Estimation561

The extraction of W + jets is achieved by noting that these events become a background due562

to recoil jets or jets from initial and final state radiation faking one of the tau legs. In order563

to enhance the contribution of W + Jets events, we remove tau isolation which is one of the564

main discriminators against jets. However, this requirement also increases the contribution565

from other backgrounds since most backgrounds enter the signal region due to jets faking taus.566

Therefore, to minimize the contribution from tt, events are required to have zero jets tagged567

as b-jets via the TCHEM discriminator. Although this selection minimizes the contamination568

from tt to ∼ 5%, the contribution from other backgrounds is not negligible. Table 17 lists the569

number of observed events in data and expected number of MC events in this W + jets en-570

hanced region. One can see that the purity of W + jets events is only ∼ 60–65 %. Furthermore,571

there is no additional requirement that can be imposed to reduce the contamination from other572

backgrounds and allows for the extraction of unbiased efficiencies. Therefore, we employ a573

subtraction technique where each background contribution in the W + jets enhanced region is574

extracted in a data-driven way by extrapolating from their corresponding control regions to575

the W + jets enhanced region:576

Ncontrol = NW+Jets enhanced
tt + NW+Jets enhanced

QCD + NW+Jets enhanced
Z→νν+Jets + NW+Jets enhanced

W+Jets
(7)

NW+Jets enhanced
W+Jets = Ncontrol − NW+Jets enhanced

tt − NW+Jets enhanced
QCD − NW+Jets enhanced

Z→νν+Jets
(8)

The tt contribution in the W + jets enhanced region NW+Jets enhanced
tt is determined by extrap-577

olating from the tt control region:578

NW+Jets enhanced
tt = Npure

tt
P(0 b-jets)
P(2 b-jets)

(9)

The Z → νν + jets contribution in the W + jets enhanced region NW+Jets enhanced
Z→νν+Jets is determined579

by using the same selections outlined in this section, but with an inverted muon veto cut on580

the taus to select a clean sample of Z → µµ + jets events and treating the muons as neutrinos581

to extract a data-MC scale factor that can be applied to the Z → νν + jets MC expectation in the582

W + jets enhanced region:583

NW+Jets enhanced
Z→νν+Jets =

Npure
Z→µµ+Jets

NMC
Z→µµ+Jets

NW+Jets enhanced MC
Z→νν+Jets (10)
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The QCD contribution in the W + jets enhanced region NW+Jets enhanced
QCD is determined by584

using a data-MC scale factor obtained from the QCD control region discussed in section 8.3:585

NW+Jets enhanced
QCD =

Npure
QCD

NMC
QCD

NW+Jets enhanced MC
QCD (11)

Table 17: Events in the W + jets enhanced region for data and MC.

Sample MC expectation Data Driven Expectation
Data 2874
QCD 194.30± 17.40syst ± 13.9stat 163.14± 19.25syst ± 12.8stat
W + Jets 1734.3± 26.00syst ± 41.6stat
tt 116.2± 2.11syst ± 10.8stat 57.12± 1.77syst ± 7.6stat
Z → νν + Jets 549.9± 24.99syst ± 23.5stat 235.5± 22.0syst ± 15.3stat

Figure ?? shows the resultant distributions after performing the subtraction of BGs in the586

W+jets control region as outlined on equation 8. In order to extrapolate from the W + jets587

control region to the signal region we use the following equation:588

NW+Jets
signal =

NW+Jets enhanced
W+Jets × ετiso

Pb−Tagging(0)
(12)

where NW+Jets enhanced
W+Jets is the number of events in data after the subtraction (equation 8), ετiso589

is the efficiency to find ≥ 2 jets/taus passing isolation, and Pb−Tagging(0) is the probability to590

get zero jets tagged as b-jets. We find that the measured efficiency ετiso to find ≥ 2 jets/taus591

passing isolation is 0.0. The probability to tag zero jets as b-jets is calculated by determining592

the following quantity:593

P(N, n) = C(N, n) ∗ f n (13)

where P(N, n) is the probability to tag n fake b-jets given N jets, C(N, n) the combinatoric of594

(N, n) (i.e. the number of possible ways to obtain n given N), and f the fake rate for non-b jets595

to get tagged as b’s. The value of N = 4 chosen for the above calculation represents the mean596

number of jets in the control region. Therefore, the probability to tag zero jets as b-jets is given597

by:598

P(0) = 1− P(4, 1)− P(4, 2)− P(4, 3)− P(4, 4) (14)

Using the fake rate f = 4.2± 0.6% as measured in [15], the calculated probability to tag zero599

jets as b-jets is 83.01 ± 8.0%. The quoted uncertainty is determined by varying N in the above600

equations by the RMS of the jet multiplicity distribution, RMS(N) = 1. The calculated value601

for P(0) has been validated by comparing it to the efficiency for selecting events with zero jets602

tagged as b-jets in the MC simulated samples. The efficiency in MC is 80.42± 3.00%. Therefore,603

the total number of expected W+Jets in the signal region is FIXME. The uncertainty of FIXME604

is obtained from 1
0.83 .605
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 15: (a) MHT, (b) E/T (c) first leading jet pT (d) second leading jet pT. The Z → νν + jets
contribution has been corrected using a scale factor obtained in a pure control region for this
background (see Section 8.2). The tt and QCD contributions were estimated in a data driven
way.
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9 Data in the Signal Region606

The signal region consists of events satisfying the criteria outlined in section 6. Table 18 sum-607

marizes the number of expected and observed events in this signal region.608

Our final analysis numbers go here.609

Table 18: Number of observed data events and estimated background events.

Process “Loose” ττ Region Signal Region

10 Exclusion Limits610

Results of any limits set go here. Plots of SM scans etc go here.611

11 Systematic Uncertainties612

Results of systematic uncertainties go here.613

12 Results and Conclusions614

Our final results and conclusions go here.615

13 Appendix616

To show the robustness of this analysis, we append several cross-checks that were done in AN-617

11-164 with 1.1 fb−1 of data. This will not change significantly for 4.6 fb−1 of data. For example,618

the WW contribution in 1.1 fb−1 with H/T > 200 GeV is shown to be small in Sec. 13.1. This619

contribution will still be small for 4.6 fb−1 of data with H/T > 250 GeV. Hence isolation is not620

affected by the requirement of N jets being tagged as b-jets when obtaining the control regions.621

13.1 Background Contribution from WW622

Events with direct production of WW is expected to be a negligible contribution to the signal623

region due to the much smaller cross-section than e.g. tt where the topology is similar. Addi-624

tionally, unlike tt where one can obtain high pT jets from the W’s as well as the direct decay of625

the top quarks, WW is not expected to produce four jet like objects (two of which are identified626

as taus). However, although we indeed expect WW to be a neglgible background, WW pat-627

Tuples are created in order to validate this assumption. We find that the expected number of628

WW events in the signal region is 0.03 ± 0.01. Additionally, this background is also confirmed629

to be a negligible contribution in the various control regions (less than 1 expected event).630

13.2 Affect of b-Tagging on Control Regions631

The tt control region makes use of a requirement of at least two b-tagged jets in order to obtain632

a high purity sample of tt. Once this sample is obtained, efficiencies can be measured and633

used to extrapolate to the signal region. The natural question is whether the requirement of at634

least two b-tagged jets biases the measurement of the efficiencies. For the tt control region, this635

basically boils down to determining the affect of b-tagging on tau isolation. Studies carried out636

on the MC simulated samples show that the requirement of at least two b-jets does not bias the637
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Figure 16: (a) τ track isolation, (b) τ γ isolation
(c) τ pT, (d) τ η.

isolation and kinematic distributions. Figure 16 displays the tau isolation distributions as well638

as the tau kinematic distributions for tt events with and without the b-tagging requirement.639

As expected, the b-tagging requirement does not produce any bias on the measurement of640

efficiencies in the tt control region.641

Similar cross-checks have been made for all control regions to determine whether the use of642

b-tagging produces any bias in the determination of efficiencies and shapes. In all cases we643

find the use of b-tagging produces negligible effects. For example, Figure 17 shows the the644

tau isolation distributions as well as the tau kinematic distributions for QCD events with and645

without the b-tagging requirement. As expected, the b-tagging requirement does not produce646

any bias on the measurement of efficiencies in the QCD control region.647
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Figure 17: (a) QCD track isolation and (b) QCD γ isolation with and without b-tagging.

13.3 Validation of B-Tagging Efficiency using a High Multiplicity Jet Sample648

The tt control region makes use of a requirement of at least two b-tagged jets in order to obtain a649

high purity sample of tt. Efficiencies are then measured with this sample and used to determine650

the tt contribution in the signal region. To estimate the signal contribution, we make use of the651

probability to identify > 1 b-jet. The probability to identify > 1 b-jet is obtained by making use of652

the b-tagging efficiency as measured by the POG. However, it is not immediately clear whether653

the b-tagging efficiency as measured by the POG is applicable to our analysis. Therefore, we654

validate the use of the POG efficiency by selecting a semi-clean sample of tt events using a high655

multiplicity jet selection. Once a semi-clean sample is obtained, the probability to tag > 1 b-jet656

as measured in this region can be compared with the POG measured value. Figure 18 shows657

the number of jets tagged as b-jets using the TCHE “medium” working point. The selections658

used to obtain this semi-clean sample of tt events are similar to those used to estimate the tt659

contribution in the signal region (section 8.1) and are described below:660

• Begin with the signal selections661

• Remove the isolation requirement on τh’s662

• Require ≥ 7 jets with pT > 30 GeV/c and |η| < 3663

The expected number of MC tt events is 69.18 ± 1.59. The expected number of MC W+jets664

events is 15.12 ± 1.83. The number of observed events in data is 76. Therefore, the probability665

to tag > 1 jets as a b-jet can be measured as follows:666

P(2 b-jets) =
Ncontrol

>1 b-jet − NW+jets
>1 b-jet

Ncontrol − NW+jets (15)

The measured probability to tag > 1 jet as a b-jet is 40.15 ± (8.17)stat ± (1.86)stat. This is to be667

compared to the value obtained if the POG b-tagging efficiency is used: 45.83± 7.76. Therefore,668

we have validated that the use of the POG b-tagging efficiency is indeed applicable to this669

analysis.670
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Figure 18: Number of jets tagged as b-jets using the track counting high efficiency “medium”
working point. The control sample is obtained by selecting events with a high multiplicity of
jets (Njet > 6).

13.4 Z Mass Cut for the Z→ νν+Jets Control Region671

The estimation of Z → νν+Jets is obtained by using a Z → µµ+Jets high purity sample, treat-672

ing the muons as neutrinos, and extrapolating back to the signal region by correcting for the673

muon acceptance and identification efficiencies. It is shown in section 8.2 that the purity of the674

Z → µµ+Jets control sample is∼ 99%. This sample was obtained without the use of a Z mas cut675

on the dimuon invariant mass. Using a Z mass cut is a fairly standard way of selecting a clean676

sample of Z → µµ+Jets. Therefore, we address the reason for not using this selection to obtain677

our control sample. The study has been carried out with the MC simulated samples to deter-678

mine the effectiveness of the Z mass cut. We find that requiring a the dimuon invariant mass679

to be within three standard deviations of the Z mass pole is ∼ 95% efficient for Z → µµ+Jets680

and∼ 30% efficient for other backgrounds. Therefore, the purity of the control sample does not681

significantly improve (99%→ 99.6%) as it is already a very high purity sample. Additionally,682

applying the Z mass cut adds the additional complication of having to determine the efficiency683

for such a requirement in order to properly determine the Z → νν+Jets contribution in the684

signal region. Although measuring the efficiency for a Z mass cut can be straight forward, it’s685

not worth carrying out such a measurement to gain very very little in purity and also given the686

fact that any improvements are much smaller than the systematics involved.687

13.5 Z→ νν+Jets Control Region: Branching Ratios688

The estimation of Z → νν+Jets is obtained by using a Z → µµ+Jets high purity sample, treating689

the muons as neutrinos, and extrapolating back to the signal region by correcting for the muon690

acceptance and identification efficiencies:691

NZ→νν+Jets =
Npure

Z→µµ+Jets

Aµεµ

B(Z → νν)
B(Z → µµ)

εH/T ετ ID (16)

In this section, we merely point out that the values used for the branching ratios B(Z → µµ)692

and B(Z → νν) are taken from the Particle Data Group. The braching ratio for B(Z → µµ) is693

3.366± 0.007 % while the branching ratio for B(Z → νν) is 20.00± 0.06 %. Therefore, the value694

of B(Z→νν)
B(Z→µµ) is ∼ 5.95 .695
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13.6 W→ τν Contamination in the QCD Control Region696

The QCD control region is obtained by selecting events where the H/T is collinear to the di-697

rection of the second highest jet (|∆φ(j2, H/T)| < 0.15). The purity of QCD events is ∼ 90%,698

where the 10% contamination comes mostly from W+jets events. The natural question to ask699

is whether the 10% contamination from W+jets produces any biases or systematic effects. This700

question once again boils down to quantifying the affect of the contamination on the measured701

probability for at least two jets to pass the tau isolation criteria. W+jets becomes a background702

due to (1) jet from the hadronic decay of the W fakes the tau, or (2) a real hadronic tau is pro-703

duced from the W. Therefore, the contamination from W → τν is expected to be the major704

source of bias or systematic effect. To quantify this effect, a study was carried out with the MC705

simulated samples to determine (1) the level of W → τν contamination, and (2) the effect of the706

contamination on the measured efficiencies. Measuring a small level of W → τν contamination707

is important as it will validate that we indeed expect the bias or systematic effect to be small.708

We find the 67 out of 182 MC W+jets events (purely MC statistics) are W → τν events. This709

leads to ∼ 4% W → τν contamination in the QCD control region. Because the estimated QCD710

statistical uncertainty in the signal region is ∼ 100%, the 4% contamination from W → τν is a711

negligible effect on the measured efficiencies.712

13.7 Monte Carlo Closure Tests713

The data-driven background estimation methods have all been tested with the MC simulated714

samples to ensure the methods provide correct determination of the backgrounds. Table 19 lists715

the background contributions in the signal region as determined by simulation as well as the716

expected contributions obtained by applying the data-driven techniques to the MC simulated717

samples.718

Table 19: Expected and Estimated MC Standard Model Backgrounds.

Process Simulation Estimated MC
QCD 0.30± 0.23
W + Jets 2.22± 0.99 2.60± (1.85)syst ± (1.61)stat
tt 2.04± 0.37 1.97± (0.03)syst ± (1.40)stat
Z → νν + Jets 0.00± 0.07 0.00± (0.23)syst ± (0.00)stat
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